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Abstract

I describe a sales promotion application for distributing and redeeming coupons on

the Internet during online shopping.

Various types of sales promotions and coupons, and the methods used to target

coupons to select potential buyers are reviewed.

Security mechanisms needed to prevent alterations, duplication, and trading of

coupons by customers, and fraudulent use of manufacturer’s coupons by retailers

are identified. An implementation of electronic coupons is described. The impact of

coupon trading and duplication, facilitated by the Internet, on the effectiveness of

sales promotion campaigns is discussed.

1. Introduction

Sales promotions are important marketing tools in today’s businesses. A greater part

of the marketing budget is spent on sales promotions than on advertisements [1]

(in consumer-packaged-goods business).

However, while advertisements are quite popular and a big business on the Internet,

sales promotions on the Internet have not reached a high share yet. Part of the

reason is that an advertisement is purely informational with no exchange value. It is

broadcast to the largest possible segment of population possible within a budget.

On the other hand, coupons, the primary tool for sales promotion, have an exchange

value and are intended for a select section of the population. The digital nature

(ability to make perfect copies inexpensively), easy access, and low overhead for

distributing information on the Internet is a boon to advertising, but a problem for

sales promotions.

In this paper I discuss the use of the Internet for distributing coupons. The three

attributes of the Internet I focus on are:

1) the ability to monitor the user’s online shopping behavior (click stream analysis) to

issue coupons;

2) mechanisms for embedding coupons in advertisements and publications and

potential for fraud due to uncontrolled duplication and distribution of coupons;
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3) and ease in capturing the coupons and redeeming them which will result in e-

coupons being used by buyers who previously did not have sufficient incentive to

cut the coupon and remember to carry it to the store.

I begin this paper by discussing different types of paper coupons in use today and

draw the distinction between manufacturer’s coupons and store coupons.

1.1 STORE COUPONS

Store coupons are issued by a merchant to attract shoppers in his local area to his

store. Store coupons are primarily used to:

1) manage (reduce) inventory;

2) reward customer loyalty; and

3) attract buyers to the physical store by discounting select few products.

1.2 MANUFACTURER’S COUPONS

Manufacturer’s coupons are typically issued by manufactures of national brands.

They are used to:

1) gain market share by switching buyers from competing brands, especially for

newly introduced brands;

2) match competitors coupon campaign;

3) and increase repurchase rates among occasional users of a brand.

The common theme linking all of the above business objectives is the requirement to

reduce prices temporarily.

Most marketing text books have extensive coverage of various sales promotions

methods, [1].

Next I focus on preventing the duplication and trading of coupons. The Internet

allows buyers possessing digital coupons to duplicate them arbitrarily many times,

and to distribute the copies effortlessly around the globe. This not only defeats the

manufacturer’s objective of targeting the coupons, but also makes him incapable of

estimating how many coupons will be redeemed and thus preventing him from

budgeting for a coupon campaign.
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Retailers can also get hold of one manufacturer coupon, make unlimited copies of

them, and either pass them to buyers not targeted by the manufacturer (to improve

their sales and profits), or worse, redeem the coupon on behalf of the buyers and

pocket the difference.

I discuss methods to prevent and control such fraud. In section 5, I describe the

components of an electronic coupon.

In the last section I discuss the impact of duplication and trading of electronic

coupons (facilitated greatly by the Internet) on the effectiveness of a sales promotion

campaign.

Electronic coupons are already offered on the Internet. In most cases, the coupon is

an image that can be printed to created a paper coupon which is then taken to the

store. In some cases, only a bar code is printed at the shopper’s computer which is

scanned at the store to print the corresponding coupon.

Third party intermediaries are also emerging as coupon distributors. They promote a

site where shoppers can come and collect coupons from various manufacturers and

stores.
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2. Different types of traditional coupons and e-coupons

There are many different kinds of coupons. A typical coupon is a piece of paper or

electronic document, which is either distributed widely in a certain geographic area

(mass mailing), or mailed to selected shoppers in a area (direct mailing). In the next

section I will discuss how individuals are chosen in a geographic area for sending

coupons.

These coupons typically have an expiry date of a few weeks to a few months.

2.1 LOYALTY AWARDS

Loyalty awards are essentially points given on purchase of some thing, which can

later be redeemed for some merchandise. Frequent flyer miles is a good example.

Coupons are used to handout loyalty points which can later be redeemed for

merchandise.

2.2 ‘TWO FOR THE PRICE FOR ONE’

Coupons can also be used to carry out ‘two for the price for one’ deals. These deals

are partly loyalty award and partly an incentive to increase consumption of the

product being promoted.

2.3 INSTANT REBATE

Electronic version of the above mentioned type of coupons can be implemented for

use on the Internet. Additionally, a new type of coupon, which has no analog in the

paper coupon world and can be offered only on the Internet, is the instant rebate.

This coupon is issued to a shopper who is not yet sure about a purchase.

The purpose of the coupon is to induce the shopper to buy the merchandise

immediately. For example, an item can be discounted for a short time if

the buyer stays on the page for a long time or returns to it often.

This kind of coupon is usually good for a few minutes or hours. In this mode the use

of a e-coupons is similar to price negotiation between a buyer and a seller in real

world situations.
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Instant rebate coupons can also be use to mark down the price of a commodity for a

short period of time to create a ‘daily-special’ or fifteen minute special. In the last

case the instant rebate coupons will be shown to all shoppers rather than only the

shoppers who have shown interest.

This differs from the negotiation mentioned in the previous paragraph. Here the

discounting is not based on direct observation of a buyers aversion to buy.

As mentioned earlier, traditional coupons can be classified as store coupons and

manufacturer’s coupons. E-coupons will also come in both varieties.

Store coupons cause a two or three party transaction as shown in Figure 1. The store

either prints the coupons and directly distributes it to the buyers, or has the coupons

printed in a local magazine. Buyers cut off the coupon from the printed material

received from the store or from the magazine and redeem it at the issuing store.

Manufacturers coupons are distributed to buyers either directly through mail or as

inserts in products, or through publications in national or regional magazines. Buyers

redeem the coupons at the store and the store gets  a compensation from the

manufacturer for the coupons.
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3. Distributing coupons to select shoppers

Currently store coupons are generally mailed to all residents in a local geographic

area (mass mailing). They are also targeted to buyers with specific buying pattern or

past purchase history at the store (direct mailing).

For example, coupons for charcoal may be sent to people who bought a grill at

the store, or charcoal at the store in the recent past.

Manufacturer’s coupons are always targeted either geographically or guided by buyer

segmentation (by income, profession, etc.). Choosing where to publish the coupons

(if they are not mailed directly) helps create this segmentation. Manufacturer’s

coupons are also distributed at the point of sale, attached to the merchandise (for

cross sales, up sales and immediate discounts).

Mechanisms to estimate a buyer’s or buyer group’s inclination to buy various

products based on his purchase history are numerous and well known and

currently used to target advertising and coupons.

Cross selling and up selling are other important uses of traditional coupons. In cross

selling, the purchase of some product, for instance dress shirt, creates the knowledge

that the buyer is possibly also well disposed to buying ties, and he can be

encouraged to buy ties at a later date by sending him a coupon for a tie.

In upselling incentives are given at the time of purchase of a product to buy upgrades

or accessories to that product.

For example, the purchase of a personal computer and not a printer may suggest

that the coupon for discount on printers should be sent to the buyer.

The Internet improves the effectiveness of targeting coupons to buyers who would

have otherwise not bought the product being discounted.

An essential component for effective targeting is the software to make decisions on

which coupons (if any) to show to a particular buyer and when. Buyers should be

given coupons for products that are just below their buying threshold.
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The up sales coupons and cross sales also can be made more effective by using

instant rebates instead of the traditional mailed coupons.

Maintaining a profile of buyers interests, likes and dislikes is another way to

determine which products fall just under each buyer’s buying threshold.

These profiles may contain:

1) summarization and analysis of buyer’s past purchasing behavior,

2) information obtained from external sources (such as Statistisches Bundesamt);

and

3) Information provided voluntarily by the buyer through interactive dialogues and

games.

The external sources mentioned earlier tell a seller what kind of car does the buyer

drive, how many children he has and of what ages, what type of house does he live

in. This can be used to formulate rules for what products should be promoted to a

buyer.

Click stream analysis allows a merchant to directly estimate the interest of a web site

visitor on different products and product categories. He can then use this information

to generate instant rebate coupons immediately. This can not be done with paper

coupons.

For example, if a buyer scans several brands of some product and then switches to

scanning a different product without selecting the first one for purchase, it may be an

opportunity to give a buying incentive for the first product through an e-coupon.

Similarly, if the buyer revisits a high priced product several times without buying it, or

spends a long time on details of a product, this product should get an instant rebate.

Click stream analysis coupled with information from the buyers profile will make

couponing on the Internet extremely effective.

It is important that the rules for issuing coupons and instant rebates not be obvious to

the buyers. Otherwise the buyers can simply exhibit the appropriate behavior to get

the rebates even if they would have otherwise bought the product at its regular price.
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This situation is similar to the current situation of buyers waiting for after Christmas

sales.

Based on the preceding discussion coupons can  be classified by two attributes,

targeting and distribution, as shown in Figure 2. The targeting attribute is a measure

of sophistication used in selecting the buyers who will receive the coupons. The

distribution attribute is a measure of control in order to restrict the number of coupons

distributed.

As we will see in the following, the need to preserve the above mentioned attributes

caused security features needed to implement coupons.

For a better understanding I will elaborate on four types of coupons:

•  untargeted and unlimited distribution

•  untargeted and limited distribution

•  targeted and unlimited distribution

•  targeted and limited distribution

corresponding to the four boxes in Figure 2. The distinction between neighbouring

boxes is not clear cut. We can have a mixture of the two. Targeting can be based on

geography, demographics, etc., and we can be selective about the dimensions on

which the coupon is targeted. In other words targeting can be for very large groups
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(nations or continents), or very small groups down to the level of individual. Targeting

points out the manufacturers desire to choose who gets the coupons.

4. Security issues in E-Coupons

Various digital cash schemes provide a good starting point to control fraud in e-

coupons. If online verification is not used, the bank can at best determine whether

the buyer carried out the duplicate spending or the seller did it [2].

Digital cash algorithms assume that if the attempt to defraud is detected with

sufficiently high probability, though not with certainty, strong penalties can be used to

prevent people from commiting fraud. Though applicable in the world of finance, this

may not be transfered in the world of e-coupons. This means that the above

mentioned system only grants the legal payment of the chosen goods, but doesn’t

prosecute, for instance, if a coupon was used several times, though it was transferred

onto the digital cash card in order to execute this specific payment with a given

discount.

It will be difficult for Proctor and Gamble to prosecute grandma for reusing an already

used coupon.

In this section I discuss the security measures required to preserve the targeting and

limited distribution of coupons.

4.1 CAPTURING COUPON ON THE CLIENT SIDE:

In the electronic world, coupons will be published in a publicly accessible magazine

on the Internet or on a web site. If the coupons are embedded as a gif1 file, programs

will be required for the browser to download the coupon. These programs could print

the coupon directly on a printer, requiring the buyer to take the paper coupon to the

store.

                                           
1 Graphic Interchange Format: used to electronicaly save Pictures
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However, the preferable method would be to capture the coupon on the buyer’s

system. This would allow the buyers to organize and search for the electronic

coupons. When shopping in an electronic store on the Internet, the e-coupons can

be redeemed directly from the “coupon wallet2“.

However, if they have to be redeemed at a physical store, they will have to be

transported on a physical medium such as a digital cash card.

4.2 DIGITALLY SIGNING THE COUPON:

At least, every manufacturer’s coupon will be digitally signed by the issuer. This is

needed to ensure that the three key fields of a coupon,

1) the product, or product group, to which it applies,

2) coupon value; and

3) the expiry dates

are not being changed by either the consumer or the retailer. This is also

needed to prevent criminal elements from introducing fake coupons. For this reason

store coupons must also be signed.

The above would be enough for unlimited distribution coupons. Such coupons can

simply be downloaded from the site where they are offered.

However, for limited distribution untargeted coupons, each coupon will also include a

unique serial number, and for targeted coupons the digital identity of the coupon

recipient. The digital identity could be recipients name and address, or some other

equivalent identification such as digital certificate or e-mail address.

Both the serial number and digital identity, if present, will also be signed along with

the item, value and expiry date fields.

4.3 PREVENTING UNAUTHORIZED COUPON DUPLICATION:

Unauthorized duplication of limited distribution coupons can be avoided through the

coupons sequence number, this is especially a problem solved for coupons that are

only valid at a single store.

                                           
2 Program to collect digital coupons
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The store will simply maintain a list of all redeemed coupons and thus a duplicate

coupon will not be honored.

If store-issued coupons are valid at multiple branches of the store, the list of

redeemed coupons will have to be kept at a centralized redemption server serving all

stores.

This approach would also work for manufacturers coupons. However, it is more

expensive because Internet service providers have to be used to handle the coupon

validation traffic over a large geographic area.

An alternative way to avoid duplication of manufacturer’s coupons is to restrict the

redemption of the coupon to a particular store when the coupon is issued, and

require the store to maintain the list of redeemed coupons and screen coupons for

duplication before redeeming them. When a buyer wishes to receive a coupon, he is

asked about which store he will go to redeem the coupon, and the store’s address

field is included in the coupon before the coupon issuer signs it. This assumption

appears to be reasonable and is supported also in the Millicent protocol [3].

4.4 PREVENTING UNAUTHORIZED COUPON EXCHANGES:

A 10% off coupon on a big appliance can be of substantial value. Unless coupon

trading is suppressed, coupon exchanges will surely emerge on the Internet.

In the real world it is difficult for a shopper who wants to buy something to locate

another person who has this certain coupon for that purchase but does not intend to

use it. Moreover, even if the person with a spare coupon can be located, the

exchange of coupons is inconvenient and time consuming. Internet makes the search

for spare coupon much easier, and they can be exchanged simply by e-mail. Chat

rooms and coupon trading sites will surely emerge.

To prevent undesirable exchanging of coupons, especially the limited targeted

coupons, each coupon is stamped with the digital identity of the buyer or buyer group

to whom the coupon is issued, as mentioned in a previous section. This information

should be verifiable at the store at the time of coupon redemption. This is easy for

coupons of large monetary value which are used for large purchases such as TV’s

and big appliances.
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4.5 RETAILER FRAUD:

The most obvious form of retailer fraud is to collect a large number of coupons from a

web site that is publishing them. Of course, the retailers would have to obtain those

coupons through a forgery set of names and addresses. Then these coupons can be

redeemed by the retailer to either reward his customers or he can somehow redeem

these captured coupons and take the profits. This type of fraud can be controlled by

ensuring that obtaining large number of fake-identities is difficult.

A practical way to handle this situation currently is to require that coupons be

published at sites that require users to register before they get access to the site.

News media and magazines and Internet service providers (ISP) will meet this

criteria. When a buyer clicks on a coupon to capture it, the publishing site will provide

the registration information about the user such as his name and address. This

information will be encoded in the issued coupon, as it is being done to prevent

coupon trading. Now to capture a large number of coupons from the coupon site the

retailer will have to keep either multiple subscriptions to newspapers/magazines or

maintain multiple accounts with an ISP, both of which are economically unattractive.

News media and ISPs would probably be willing to provide this service because it

makes couponing on the Internet practical and provides coupon publishing revenue

to them.

A second kind of retailer fraud is possible where a retailer makes multiple copies of a

coupon he receives from some shopper. Even if retailers are required to maintain a

record of the coupons redeemed at their store and prevent duplicate redemption,

they can exchange lists of coupons with other retailers. However, in both cases the

retailers will blame the duplication on shoppers.
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5. Structure of E-Coupons

An electronic coupon will contain the description of the product/package to which the

coupon applies, its value, restriction on its use, and several other fields which are

described next.

5.1 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT OR PACKAGE:

Figure 3 illustrates the implementation of product/package and coupon value.

Package is essentially a list of references to products (particular brand name or

model number), or product categories (all Sony TVs, all 25” TVs, or all electronic

appliances). For each item in the list, an amount is specified. Amount can be count,

weight, or value of purchase. Package specifies the list of products and their

quantities that a shopper is required to have in order for the coupon to be applicable.

Thus, a package can specify multiple items of a kind, like 5 shirts, or bundle of

different products like combination of shirts and ties. Information referenced through

the product field in the package might include a text description of the product, a UPC

bar code for the product or package, or a store’s SKU number (for store coupons).
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5.2 COUPON VALUE:

The value of a coupon, as illustrated in Figure 3, is specified as a combination of one

or more of the following components:

1. Discount on items in the package. Discount can be specified for all or some items,

2. Discount on the items in the shopping basket (purchase order), which are not part

of the coupon package. These are represented as optional purchases table in

Figure 3.

3. Rewards other than discount on products being purchased such as bonus points

or frequent flyer miles, free fitting on clothing, or free tickets to a concert or game,

or coupons for a future purchase.

The discount for required and optional purchases can be a fixed amount of money, or

a percentage of the price of the product to which the coupon belogs.

For simple coupons the list will have only one row in the package list and no optional

purchases or rewards.

Same is true for “buy one get one free” or “buy n items get m free items” type of

coupons. The discount function can handle such coupons. Coupons such as “50% off

on the price of shirt when you buy a pant”, or “shirt free with pants” can be handled

by having two rows in the package list. Coupons like

“Take 20% off on up to 5 ties when you buy a suit” is handled by putting ties in the

optional purchase table.

5.3 RESTRICTIONS:

Restrictions specify the expiry dates of coupons and geographic areas where the

coupons are valid or not valid. Store coupons may also include specify days of the

week or time periods during a day in which coupons will be valid or not valid.
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5.4 DISPLAY SUPPORT:

Coupons are displayed to buyers at several occasions:

1. Offer to the buyer to capture the coupon.

2. Coupon displayed when buyer begins a search or scans his „coupon wallet“.

3. To remind the buyer of a coupon in his wallet at the right time, i.e., to lock in a

sale, or to create a cross sale.

4. At the time of redemption.

5.5 COUPON SERIAL NUMBER AND BUYER AND STORE IDENTITY:

The purpose of these fields was discussed earlier in the section on security issues.

6. Discussion

In the preceding sections I made several assumptions about handling coupons on

the Internet.

For example, I said that trading and duplication of coupons would hinder forecast of

redemption rates, and that duplication and trading would have to be prevented. In

this section I announce my arguments behind these assumptions.

6.1 DO COUPON DUPLICATION AND TRADING IMPACT FORECASTING

       OF REDEMPTION RATES ?

The number of paper coupons published in a magazine that will be redeemed can be

calculated because the circulation of the magazine in which they are published is

known and relatively stable, and past redemption rate can be used to predict the

future redemption. However, with duplication, a person or family that redeemed a

paper coupon once, will now redeem an electronic coupon on unpredictable number

of occasions.
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Trading of coupons transfers the coupons to people whose characteristics, like

demographics, will be completely different from the ones to whom the coupons were

initially targeted.

6.2 IS IT NECESSARY TO PREVENT COUPON DUPLICATION AND TRADING ?

In some cases duplication and trading of a coupon are not an issue. If coupons are

being used to publicize price reduction for the purpose of getting rid of leftover

inventory, duplication and trading would be even desirable.

However, if the coupons are being targeted to nonusers of a brand, trading will bring

it to the users of the brand. For example, if Joe always buys brand A of coffee and

Joe gets a one dollar coupon for brand B, Joe may be quite willing to sell it to a brand

B user for seventy five cents, defeating the goal of brand B’s manufacture.

6.3 SHOULD COUPONS BE EASY OR DIFFICULT TO USE ?

Coupons should be extremely easy to find and use. One would even tend to invent

programs which can automatically find coupons of products defined as desirable by a

consumer, and automatically redeem them. However, stores and manufacturers will

have a different point of view, especially for unlimited distribution untargeted

coupons.

Using paper coupons has some degree of difficulty. The shopper has to remember to

cut them out, take them to the store, and then redeem them.

Therefore, only a few people use them. Thus, the degree of difficulty in using the

coupon divides shoppers into two groups, one willing to endure the difficulty to get a

lower price, and the other willing to pay the higher price to avoid the inconvenience of

redeeming the coupon.
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Figure 5 shows an hypothetical aggregate demand curve for a product. If no coupons

are used, quantity Q2 is sold at full price P2, shown as the dark grey area in Figure 5.

If coupons are used automatically and thereby everybody uses them, quantity Q1 is

sold as discounted price P1 resulting in revenue P1 times Q1. However, if using

coupons is sufficiently difficult to prevent the buyers willing to pay the price P2 from

using the coupon, but not to discourage the buyers who can afford only P1, added

revenue indicated by the light grey area can be obtained.

Paper coupons create this selective usage of coupons by making them somewhat

inconvenient to use [1].

Similarly, E-coupons should also require involvement on the part of the buyers, so

that those willing to pay the higher price continue to do so while new buyers are

attracted by the coupon.
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7. Summary

In this paper I discussed the basic mechanisms needed to issue and redeem

coupons on the Internet.

The fraud control mechanisms discussed in this paper relied on an online server to

check against duplication of coupons. Off-line techniques to detect duplication is

important because online techniques are always more expensive, and are probably

not economically feasible for coupons of low monetary value.

According to trade magazines3, the coupon issuers are issuing fewer coupons

compared to early nineties, and consumers are redeeming a lower percentage of

them. This is attributed to the good economy, which reduces the importance of the

discount offered in the coupon. Also, there is a clear shift towards issuing coupons of

higher value to more narrowly targeted set of consumers.

                                           
3 for instance Telephone International Trade Magazine, May 1999, p. 12:
http://www.telephoneinternational.com/
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